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ENUMERATING PSEUDO-ANOSOV FOLIATIONS

ATHANASE PAPADOPOULOS AND ROBERT C. PENNER

Let M be a closed oriented surface of genus at least two, and let
SF denote the space of all projective classes of measured foliations

on M. The authors have previously given a criterion in terms of
certain combinatorial words for an element of &^ to be left invariant
by a pseudo-Anosov map of M: such foliations are characterized by
the fact that the associated word is eventually periodic. The current
work derives an estimate which says roughly that the dilatation of
the corresponding pseudo-Anosov map is large if the periodic part of
the word is long. This estimate is then used to bound the number of
distinct conjugacy classes of foliations invariant under pseudo-Anosov
maps of M in terms of a specified bound on the dilatations.

1. Introduction. This paper is a sequel to our paper [5] in which
we described a method of representing measured foliations carried by
a train track by means of semi-infinite combinatorial words in a fi-
nite alphabet. We showed that pseudo-Anosov foliations (i.e., those
that are preserved by pseudo-Anosov maps) are characterized by be-
ing representable by eventually periodic "convergent" words. In this
paper, we establish an inequality relating the length of the repeating
part of the word corresponding to a pseudo-Anosov foliation and the
dilatation factor of a pseudo-Anosov map preserving that foliation.
As a by-product, for each real number R, we shall describe a finite set
of foliations, whose cardinality is bounded in terms of R and which
contains a representative of each conjugacy class of pseudo-Anosov
foliation which is preserved by a pseudo-Anosov map of dilatation at
most R.

Throughout this paper, M will denote a closed, oriented, smooth
surface of negative Euler characteristic. Moreover, unless otherwise
stated, we will tacitly assume that each train track considered is triva-
lent, i.e., there are exactly three half-branches incident on each switch.
For the basic facts about measured foliations and train tracks, we re-
fer the reader to [1], [3], [4], [5], or [6]. It is necessary to further
refine some of the notions developed in [5] (whose terminology we
will adopt), and this is the purpose of the next paragraph.
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2. Directed RLS Words. Given a train track τ c M, we shall em-
ploy three elementary moves, each of which produces from τ another
train track τ' carried by τ. These moves are called right splits, left
splits, and shifts and are indicated in Figure la-c, respectively; in
each case, the elementary move is said to be performed along the
branch labeled e.

Suppose that τ has / switches. A labeling of τ is a bijection from
the set of switches of τ to the set {1,...,/}. Notice that if τ' is a train
track obtained from τ by an elementary move, then there is a natural
one-to-one correspondence between the set of switches of τ and those
of τ', so a labeling of τ induces a labeling of τ', as indicated in Figure
1. Fix a labeling of τ once and for all, and consider the finite alphabet

sfI = {Rι,Lι,Sι,...,RI,LI,SI}.

Suppose that

is a finite sequence of train tracks, where τ^+ 1 arises from τk by an
elementary move, for k = 0,..., K - 1. This sequence can be codified
by a finite word w in the alphabet sfj as follows. The first letter of w
is given by X/5 where X = i?, X = L, or X = 5 if the elementary move
applied to τo is a right split, a left split, or a shift, respectively, along
the branch e. The subscript / e {1,...,/} is chosen in such a way that
the branch e is incident on the z'th switch (relative to the labeling). In
the case of a shift, we furthermore require that any smooth arc in τ
which meets the interior of e must pass through the zth switch; for
instance, the shift in Figure lc gives rise to the letter Si, not Sj. Thus,
the subscript / is uniquely determined in the case of a shift, and there
are two possible choices of subscript in the case of a right or a left
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split. Of course, τ\ inherits a labeling from that of τo, as above. In
general, the kth letter of w, for K - 1 > k > 2, is determined in an
analogous manner relative to the induced labeling on τ^-i, and the
definition of w is complete. If a finite word w in the alphabet srfj
arises as above from some consecutive sequence of elementary moves
applied to τ, then we say that w is a (finite) RLS word on τ.

Notice that not all finite words in the alphabet $fi arise as RLS
words on τ (since shifts and splits can be performed only along certain
types of branches), and, if a consecutive sequence of elementary moves
applied to τ involves Σ splits, then there are 2Σ associated RLS words
on τ (owing to our indeterminacy in choice of subscript in case of
splits). On the other hand, a finite RLS word w on τ consisting ofK-l
letters uniquely determines the associated sequence τ = τo,. . . , %κ of
train tracks, and there is a well-defined train track τ(w) = iχ carried
by τ which is associated to the RLS word w. A finite RLS word w on
τ is said to be directed if, whenever two letters of w have the same
subscript, then all the letters of w occurring between these two letters
also have that same subscript.

Let N(τ) be a regular neighborhood of τ in M equipped with its
foliation F by ties. A leaf of J' is said to be singular if it passes
through a cusp of dN(τ); see Figure 2.

singular tie

N(τ)

FIGURE 2

Let / denote the number of switches of τ. We say that N(τ) is suited
to a train track τ* provided that τ* is contained in the interior of N(τ)
transverse to the ties, no switch of τ* lies on a singular tie of N(τ), no
two distinct switches of τ* lie on a common tie of &~, and there is a
collection of arcs {Γi,..., Γ/} disjointly imbedded in N(τ) so that the
following conditions hold.

(1) The interior of each arc in the collection is disjoint from τ*.
(2) Each arc Γ in the collection has one endpoint at some cusp c of

dN(τ) and the other endpoint at some switch s of τ*. Furthermore, in
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a neighborhood of c, Γ and dN(τ) lie on opposite sides of the singular
tie through c, and, in a neighborhood of s, Γ approaches s between
the branches of τ* which meet with zero angle at s. See Figure 3.

(3) For each switch s of τ*, there is a (necessarily unique) arc in the
collection with s as endpoint.

s s

FIGURE 3

Such a collection {Γi,..., Γ/} is called a pairing arc system for τ and
τ*, and each element of a pairing arc system is called a pairing arc.
Notice that a pairing arc system induces a bijection between the set
of switches of τ and the set of switches of τ*.

We next recall the "unzipping construction" (from §2.3 of [5]),
which associates a finite directed RLS word to τ* when N(τ) is suited
to τ*. In fact, there is a directed RLS word corresponding to each lin-
ear ordering of the set of arcs in the pairing arc system {Γ1 ?..., Γ/},
and we describe the directed RLS word associated to the order Γi, . . . ,
Γ/. Let us parametrize each Γ, by a map

so that y/(/— 1) is a cusp of dN(τ) and y/(/) is a switch of τ*, and let
fi denote the restriction of y\ to the half-open interval [/ — 1, /[, for
/ = 1,...,/. For each / > 0, define

Λi = N(τ) -
ι = l

where [t] denotes the integral part of t, and notice that the foliation
F of N(τ) by ties restricts to a foliation &ϊ of Nu for each t > 0.
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Since the pairing arcs are pairwise disjoint, there is an associated
collection Γ̂  = Γ/Π Nt9 for / = 1,...,/ of (oriented) arcs disjointly
imbedded in Nt9 for each 0 < t < I. The singular ties of Nt are
those leaves of ZΓt which contain the initial point of Γj , for some / =
1,...,/, and a parameter t is called a critical time if some singular tie
of Nt contains the initial points of two distinct arcs {Γj }|=1. We may
collapse each leaf of ^ to a point to produce from Nt a train track
τt (so that singular ties of 57 give rise to switches of τt)\ see Figure
4. Notice that τt is trivalent precisely when the parameter t is not a
critical time.

FIGURE 4

It is clear that if t is not a critical time, then τs is isotopic to τt

provided that s is sufficiently close to t. On the other hand, if t is a
critical time and ε > 0 is sufficiently small, then the train track τt+e

arises from the train track τt-ε by an elementary move; see Figures
5a and b for the cases of shifts and splits, respectively. Notice that
a singular tie of Nt+e either contains the initial point of ΓL + 1 or is
contained in a singular tie of N[t], as indicated in Figure 5.
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Nt-e Nt+e

(a)

(b)

FIGURE 5

It follows that if t\ < < tg denote the critical times and ε > 0 is
sufficiently small, then the sequence of train tracks

arise from consecutive application of elementary moves. Since τ is
isotopic to τtι-e and τ* is isotopic to τ^+ e , there is a corresponding
finite directed RLS word w on τ so that τ* = τ(w), completing our
discussion.

3. Equivalent RLS words. Two finite RLS words w and wf on τ
are said to be equivalent if the two train tracks τ(ω) and τ(wf) are
isotopic.

PROPOSITION 1. Every finite RLS word is equivalent to a directed
finite RLS word.

Proof. This is a consequence of the discussion of the zipper con-
struction in §2 and the fact that if τ' is a train track obtained from τ
by a finite sequence of elementary moves and N(τ) is a tie neighbor-
hood of τ, then τ' may be isotoped to a train track to which N(τ) is
suited. D

Notice that we can uniquely determine a directed RLS word in each
equivalence class of finite RLS words if we stipulate that the linear
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ordering on the pairing arc system is induced from the labeling on τ,
and, whenever each of X\ and Xj (where X e {R,L}) are legitimate
possibilities for a given letter of an RLS word, then we choose X mf{ij}.

4. Arc-length and word-length. Fix a train track τ c M and a regular
neighborhood N(τ) of τ foliated by ties. If L is an arc imbedded in
N(τ) transverse to the ties, then we define the (arc) length lN^(L) of
L with respect to N(τ) to be the number of intersection points of L
with the union of the singular ties of N(τ). Analogously, if w is a
finite RLS word associated to τ, then we define the (word) length l(w)
of w to be the total number of letters comprising w.

PROPOSITION 2. Suppose that the regular neighborhood N(τ) of the
train track τ c M is suited to the train τ*, and let {Γ l 5..., Γ/} be the
corresponding pairing arc system. Let w be the directed finite RLS
word associated to unzipping N(τ) successively along T\,..., Γ/, in this
order, and, for each ί = 1,...,/, let Wi denote the sub-string ofw which
arises from unzipping along the arc Γ/. For each i = 1,...,/, we have
the inequality

For the sequel, we shall only need the following estimate.

COROLLARY 3. In the situation described in Proposition 2 , there is
a constant C depending only on the Euler characteristic of the surface
M so that

I

1=1

Proof of Corollary 3. The number of switches of a train track is
bounded by an integer Mo depending only on the Euler characteristic
of the surface M; in fact, one can take MQ = -βχ(M). The result
then follows directly from Proposition 2 by taking C = 2M°~1. D

Proof of Proposition 2. Adopt the notation of §2 above for the train
tracks τt arising from Nt c N(τ) and the arcs Γ̂  = Γz n Nt, for / =
1,...,/ and t > 0. Since the interior of each pairing arc is disjoint
from τ*, the collection {Γt

i}
I

ί=ι forms a pairing arc system for τ* with
respect to the neighborhood Nt of τu and Nt is suited to τ*.
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The assertion in the proposition follows easily from the following
two estimates:

(*)
(**)

for / = 1,...,/,

f o r / > /> 1.

Since a singular tie of Nt which does not contain the initial point of
Γ[r]+1 is contained in a singular tie of N[φ it follows that / ^ majorizes
the number of critical times in the interval [/ - 1, /]. Insofar as this
last quantity agrees with /(w, ), the estimate (*) follows.

For the estimate (**), consider /^(Γ7) as a function of t for t G
[i - 1,/]. If t G [/ - 1,/] is not a critical time and /^(Γy) is not
continuous at ί, then ΓJ must contain the terminal point of Γ ;, and
INAΓJ) has a jump discontinuity of magnitude +1 at t\ see Figure
6a. If t G [/ - 1, /] is a critical time, then the terminal point of Γ ;

cannot lie on T\ by our conditions on a pairing arc system. There are
two basic cases depending on whether the elementary move associated
to the critical time t is a split or a shift; the various sub-cases for
these possibilities, respectively, are illustrated in Figures 6b and c.
In each case, either /^(Γy ) is continuous at t or perhaps has a jump
discontinuity of magnitude +1 or -1 at t.

increase by 1

(a)

decrease by 1 no change

(b)

decrease by 1 no change

(c)

no change

increase by 1

FIGURE 6
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Now, Let us write IN((ΓJ) = /(/) + l'(t), where /(/) denotes the num-
ber of times that Γ7 meets the singular leaf of Nt containing the end-
point of Γj , and V{t) denotes the number of intersections of Γ7 with
the other singular leaves of Nt. Inspection of Figure 6 shows that V(t)
is non-increasing in t, so /'(/) < /'(/ - 1) < //^(Γ/). On the other
hand, for each non-critical time t, the singular leaf of Nt containing
the endpoint of Γ̂  lies in the interior of a rectangle in iV, __i, two of
whose opposite sides are contained in singular leaves of iV/_i. It fol-
lows easily that l'{t) is also majorized by lNι_{(Γj), so, in particular,
V{i)<lN^{Tj). Thus,

lNι{Tj) = /(/) + /'(/)< 2/^(1^) ,

and the proof of estimate (**) and hence the proof of Proposition 2
is complete. D

PROPOSITION 4. Let w be a finite directed RLS word on a train track
τ c M. There is a finite directed RLS word w' on τ which is equivalent
to w with the property that if Γ is the first pairing arc in the unzipping
corresponding to w', then

lN{τ)(Γ)>l(w)/Cu

where C\ is a constant which depends only on the Euler characteristic
ofM.

Proof. It follows from Corollary 3 that

so there is some / e {1,...,/} so that

Of course, / < Mo, and we find that

where C{ = M02
MQ~1 < -6χ(M)26^M^1. Finally, we may choose a

new line ordering on the set of pairing arcs so that the pairing arc Γ/
is first, and take for w1 the corresponding directed RLS word. D

We shall also need the following estimate which gives a lower bound
on word length in terms of arc length.
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PROPOSITION 5. Under the hypotheses of Proposition 2, we have the
estimate

where [x] denotes the integral part ofx.

Proof. Suppose that t e [0,1] is the unique critical time in the
interval [ί_, ί+], and define the quantities

/+ = / * J I ΐ ) and L = lN_(Γ[-)

Provided that /+ exceeds one, there must be another critical time in the
interval [£+, 1], and hence the unzipping of Nt+ along Pf will generate
yet another letter of w\.

We claim that

J
To see this, consider the singular ties of Nt_ and Nt+9 as illustrated

in Figures 5a and b corresponding to the cases in which the elementary
move associated to the critical time t is a shift or a split, respectively.
In either case, the relative complement of the set of all singular ties
of Nt_ in the set of all singular ties of Nt+ consists of the singular tie
containing the initial point of Pf together with a unique (closed) arc α,
which is indicated by a dotted line in Figure 5. Clearly, /_ — /+ = 1 + q,
where q denotes the number of intersection points of Γ[~ with the
interior of the arc a (and the summand 1 arises from the intersection
of Γ[~ with an endpoint of a). Now, a is contained in a rectangle
R c Nt_ which is bounded on two opposite sides by singular ties of
Nt_, and each component of Γ[~ Γ\R either meets both these sides of R
or has one endpoint (namely, the terminal point of Γ[~) in the interior
of R. There can be at most one component of the latter type, and it
follows that <?<(/-- l)/2. Thus, /_ - /+ = 1 + q < (/_ + l)/2, proving
the claim.

Finally, provided that /_ > 3, we have the inequality (/_ - l)/2 >
/_/3, so

/+ > /-/3,

and the result follows easily.

5. Word length and dilatation. Recall from [5] that one may asso-
ciate a "semi-infinite RLS word" w in the alphabet ^ to a suitable
measured foliation & carried by a train track τ with / switches, and
the word w is said to be "convergent" if it contains infinitely many
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letters of the type R or L. By Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 4.3 of [5], if
the word w is periodic and convergent, then w uniquely determines
the equivalence class of SF. (This is not true if w is not convergent.)
In fact, if w is periodic and convergent, then the measure on τ cor-
responding to SF is an eigenvector of a certain "incidence matrix",
(defined below) and the corresponding eigenvalue is equal to the spec-
tral radius of this incidence matrix; we refer the reader to [5] for the
details.

Our main application of the estimates in §4 follows.

THEOREM 6. Fix a surface M. Given λ > 1, there is an integer A
depending only on λ and the Euler characteristic χ{M) of M so that
the following condition holds: ifSF is a pseudo-Anosov foliation which
is left invariant by a pseudo-Anosov map of M of dilatation λ, then
there is a train track τ c M carrying SF and a finite RLS word w on τ
with l(w) < A so that the semi-infinite RLS word given by the infinite
repetition of the word w is convergent and determines the equivalence
class of SF. Furthermore, the numbers λ and A are related by the
inequality

logί^J <^"2^log3,

where

with

Mo= -6χ(M)

— the maximum number of switches of a train track in My

p = MQ\ = the order of the group of permutations on Mo letters,

and

β= -9χ(M)

= the maximum number of branches of a train track in M.

Proof. Suppose that & c M is a pseudo-Anosov foliation, which
is left invariant by a pseudo-Anosov map f:M-+Moϊ dilatation
λ > 1. By §4 of [5], there is a train track τ c M, say with / branches,
so that /(τ) is carried by τ. We recall that there is a /-by-/ "incidence
matrix" A associated with this carrying defined as follows. Choose a
tie neighborhood N(τ) of τ in M and a "central tie" in the interior
of each maximal rectangle (i.e. a rectangle which is the pre-image
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of a branch of τ under the natural collapse of N(τ) to τ) of N(τ).
The train track f(τ) may be isotoped to a train track τ' which lies in
N(τ), is transverse to the ties, and whose switches are disjoint from
the collection of central ties. The map / induces an identification of
the collection of branches of τ with those of τ', and we define the
(i,j)th entry of A to be the number of points of intersection of the
/th branch of τ' with the central tie corresponding to the j th branch
of τ, for 1 < /, j < J.

The incidence matrix A is primitive irreducible (see [2], for instance,
for the definition and basic properties of such matrices), the measure
on τ associated to (the projective class of) & is given by the (unique)
positive eigenvector of A with corresponding eigenvalue λ, and, in fact,
λ is the spectral radius of A; cf. [5].

Suppose that the train track τ has / switches, and choose a labeling
on τ, once and for all. By Lemma 2.1 of [5] and the discussion in §2
above, there is a finite directed RLS word WQ on τ so that τ' = τ(wo).
The RLS word WQ is uniquely determined given a choice of a linear
ordering on the associated pairing arc system (and the conventions in
§3), and we may choose the order induced by the labeling on τ.

The one-to-one correspondence between the switches of τ and those
of τ' which is induced by the map / is not necessarily the same as the
one induced by the pairing arc system (i.e., by the word WQ). For this
reason, we consider the pth power Ψ = fp of / , where p is the order
of the permutation group on / letters, and define the finite directed
RLS word w on τ arising, as above, from the carrying of Ψ(τ) by τ.
The map Ψ: M —• M is pseudo-Anosov with dilatation λp, and, as
explained in [5], the equivalence class of the foliation & corresponds
to the semi-infinite periodic RLS word on τ which is obtained by
infinitely repeating the word w. Furthermore, by construction, the
bijection between the switches of τ and the switches of Ψ(τ) induced
by w agrees with the bijection induced by Ψ.

We wish to obtain a bound on the word length of w in terms of the
dilatation of Ψ. Of course, Ψ(τ) is isotopic to a train track contained
in N(τ)9 and we let B denote the corresponding incidence matrix,
which is primitive irreducible with spectral radius λp. By [7], the
(b2-2b+2)th power of a primitive irreducible b-by-b matrix is strictly
positive (i.e., each entry of the matrix is strictly positive); it follows
that Bf = BJ2~2J+2 is strictly positive.

Now, define the train tracks

σ = Ψj2-2J+2(τ) and σ' = Ψ(σ).
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If we let wn denote the n-fold concatenation of the RLS word n
with itself for any natural number n, then it follows that σ is isotopic
to τ(wj2~2J+2) and σ1 is isotopic to τ{wJ1~2J+2>). Indeed, if W\ is
any RLS word which is equivalent to w, then it is also true that σ is
isotopic to τ(wf~2J+2) and & is isotopic to τ(wf~2J+3).

It is well-known (see [2] for instance) that the spectral radius of
a primitive irreducible nonnegative matrix is bounded below by its
least column sum. Since B1 is strictly positive, it follows easily that
the spectral radius of Br is at least / . We wish to use this estimate to
find a lower bound on the least column sum of B" = BBr = BJ2~2J+3>

in terms of the word length / = l(w) of w. By definition, for each
j = 1,.. .,/, the jth column sum of B" is equal to the number of
points of intersection of the train track σ' with the central tie of N(τ)
corresponding to the 7 th branch of τ.

By Proposition 4 above, we may re-order the pairing arcs corre-
sponding to the unzipping of τ to σ associated to w to produce a
finite directed RLS word w' which is equivalent to w so that the arc
length l[ of the first pairing arc Γ corresponding to w1 is at least l/C\,
where the constant C\ is given in the proposition and depends only on
the Euler characteristic of M. We may regard w' as a finite directed
RLS word on σ itself in the natural way and observe that σ' = σ{w').

Consider the sequence

σ = σo, <τ\9...9σκ = σ '

of train tracks associated to the RLS word w\ where each T^ + 1 arises
from τk by an elementary move, for k = 0,..., K - 1.

We claim that if t is a central tie of N(τ), then

*{tnσk+ι}>#{tnσk} + ι

for each k = 0,..., [log /{/ log 3] - 2. To see this, notice that by Propo-
sition 5 above, the unzipping along Γ involves at least [log /{/ log 3]
elementary moves. Insofar as each branch of σ meets each central tie
of N(τ) (since B1 is strictly positive), each of these elementary moves,
except perhaps the last one, involves a segment of Γ which meets each
central tie of N(τ) at least once, and the claim is proved.

Finally, if t is a central tie of N(τ), then, since each pairing arc is
transverse to the ties of JV(τ),
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for each k = 0,..., K - 1; see Figure 7. It follows directly that each
column sum of B" is at least [log/{/log3] - 1 + / . The estimate

λP{p-u^) > [tog/Π +J_χ

" L log 3 J
follows (since the spectral radius is bounded below by the least col-
umn sum), and the proof of the desired inequality is therefore com-
plete. D

FIGURE 7

6. Enumerating conjugacy classes of pseudo-Anosov foliations. By

Theorem 6 above, for any real number R, there is an integer Λ so that
every pseudo-Anosov foliation in the surface M which is preserved by
some pseudo-Anosov map of dilatation at most R is determined by
the infinite repetition of a directed finite RLS word w on some train
track in M, where the word length of w is at most Λ; furthermore, Λ
is bounded in terms of R by the inequality

Rp(β*-2β+3) > lθgΛ/Ci
~ log 3 '

where p, β, and C\ are numbers which depend only on the Euler
characteristic of the surface M.

Let us therefore consider a finite collection S? of (unlabeled) train
tracks in M, one representative train track from each conjugacy class
of train tracks in M each of whose complementary regions is simply
connected, and choose a labeling on each τ e S?. For each T G ^ ,
consider the collection WR(τ) of all (equivalence classes of) finite di-
rected RLS words of word length at most Λ on τ. It follows that if
& is a pseudo-Anosov foliation of M which is preserved by a pseudo-
Anosov map of M of dilatation at most iί, then & arises from the
infinite repetition of some word w e WR(τ) for some T G ^ .

This gives an effective upper bound (in terms of the topology of
the surface M) on the number of distinct conjugacy classes of pseudo-
Anosov foliations in M whose corresponding dilatations have some a
priori upper bound.
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